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NutraCea Report From Malawi East Africa
I went to the console homes in Namitte, near Madonna’s place. Boy-o-Boy they were
really impressed with the product. There are tons of good stories and the recovery rate
in people was fantastic. They call it the Magic Powder !!! I couldn’t believe that an old
lady literally kissed my feet: and guess what? She remembered me from our visit of
last. She thanked us for saving her life. She is HIV positive and was very skinny at the
time we went to see them. Today after taking Nutracea she looks good ( I cannot
believe that she was ever skinny). The guys who run the place had many stories as
follows:
1. Old lady with HIV and almost dying is living today and attending her garden (before
she was bed ridden).
2. Another old lady who was due for an operation but the doctors refused due to her
being very weak. They were shocked to see the same lady after 3 weeks on Nutracea
and starting questioning her as to what she was eating. Her operation was done and I
am glad to report that it was a successful.
3. An old man with diabetes up to now cannot believe that his sugar levels are now
under control since taking Nutracea.
4. A child of 4 years old put on 5 kgs in 2 weeks.
5. A child of 5 years old gained 10 kgs !!!! ( unbelievable stuff).
6. The operator’s brother in law in a Zambian hospital working as a clinician tested HIV
positive and was loosing weight but after taking Nutracea he is now back to normal.
7. A policeman was confined to bed as he was very weak with a blood disorder ( I
don’t know what ????) ...but today he is back on duty.
The list goes on and on. James, what have you done???? The Magic Powder has
taken this Console homes for the Orphans by storm. James you are God sent!!!! I AM
CONVINCED BEYOND ANY REASONABLE DOUBT THAT THIS PRODUCT WORKS
FOR THE MALNOURISHED , YOUNG HIV KIDS AND ELDERLY WITH HIV.
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From the stories that I heard and also the seeing for my self Nutracea is a winner all the
way. Also speaking to the caretakers, Nutracea is 20 times more productive than the
Vidameal that is being given here.
I have a meeting with the PS to the Heath Minister tomorrow ( Dr. Mary Shawa)
Wednesday at 1.30 pm. I will update you on this and also when we can see the
President in person. The First Lady is very seriously sick. We don’t know with what.
Her sickness is shrouded with secrecy. She is flown to South Africa for treatment. Her
daughter (the one you met - Guardian Newspaper ) sent me an email 2 days ago to
pray for her mother from South Africa.
James, we now have 2 post powerful products (ie Nutracea and MS) today and not
in 10 years time, to help mankind. We have to move and I am going to move mountains
to ensure that we deliver this product to the people that need it. Malaria and AIDS are
killing people like flies in this part of the world. The question was raised again about
setting up a factory in Malawi for these products and I have told that if it is required then
we have a factory.
I have told them that I shall be back to the Console Homes this Friday (20th) to follow
up. I have told them that I need all the people that benefited to be there and take notes
and pictures as to how they look. I want people to tell me first hand how they have
benefited. I might get a pro to do film shoot and send it to you.
I shall speak to you tonight .......
............this is Zahir Shaikh reporting for Malaria Solution Foundation in
Lilongwe Malawi
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